Consultant

Employee provides professional advice and/or services in their area of expertise. Plans, organizes and/or develops workshops, not-for-credit programs or trainings, and supports specific projects.

- Consultant I - Provides consulting services related to area of expertise. $35
- Consultant II - Provides advanced consulting services related to area of expertise. $45
- Consultant III - Provides advanced, complex consulting services related to area of expertise. $55
- Consultant IV - In addition to responsibilities of a Consultant III, responsible for overall direction of specific project. $65

Not-for-Credit Presenter

Employee provides not-for-credit presentations in their specific area of expertise.

- Presenter I - Provides not-for-credit presentations requiring a minimum level of professional expertise in the subject matter $35
- Presenter II - Provides not-for-credit presentations requiring a moderate level of professional expertise in the subject matter $45
- Presenter III - Provides not-for-credit presentations requiring advanced level of professional expertise in the subject matter $55
- Presenter IV - Provides not-for-credit presentations requiring expert level of professional expertise in the subject matter $65

Contract Trainer (Ethan Way Center)

Employee hired to provide not-for-credit training in their area of expertise. $25 - $200

Per Education Code 88003, Professional Experts should be hired on a temporary basis for a specific project. They are to have specialized knowledge and are to perform duties not found in the classified service.

Professional Expert Agreements (PEX’s) must be assigned hourly rates as defined in the categories above; exceptions must be pre-approved by AVC of Human Resources or the Director of Accounting Services.

Professional Expert Agreements (PEX’s) are not subject to retroactive salary improvement.

Refer to LRCCD Independent Contractor vs. Employee Checklist to ensure employee does not fit the criteria of an independent contractor.
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